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As with all things post-polio, there are special considerations when choosing medications to treat 

hypertension. Over years of practice, physicians typically become comfortable with and use just a small 

number of drugs. The problem is that medications doctors may regularly use to treat high blood 

pressure can be problematic for polio survivors. For years, the first drug prescribed to treat 

hypertension would be a diuretic, a “water pill.” Diuretics, like Diazide and Furosemide, lower blood 



pressure by decreasing the amount of fluid in your arteries, like taking water out of an overlyfull 

balloon. But, diuretics decrease fluid by making you pee...and pee and pee. Frequent trips to the 

bathroom may not be an issue for other folk. But it’s not a good idea for polio survivors with fatigue 

and weaker arms and legs to be running (or rolling) to find the nearest accessible bathroom and getting 

on and off the throne a dozen times throughout the day and night. 

 

Another older antihypertensive is the beta blocker, Inderal being the granddaddy of the group, which 

lowers blood pressure by blocking adrenaline from stimulating the “beta” receptor on heart muscle, 

thereby decreasing the speed and force with which your heart beats. The problem is that these drugs 

block adrenaline from stimulating beta receptors in other places, including the brain, and thereby 

decrease brain activation. Polio survivors, especially those with fatigue, don’t need a drug that further 

reduces brain activation. 

 

Of all the antihypertensives, beta blockers are probably the worst offenders when it comes to producing 

fatigue as a side effect. If you look at the drug companies’ own studies for medications currently listed 

in the Physicians Desk Reference, fatigue was a side effect in 2% to 6% of subjects on beta blockers 

Naldolol, Tenormin or Timolol, versus about 1% to 5% of those taking a placebo.What’s more, 

Timolol caused cold hands and feet--like fatigue, a symptom polio survivors need no help in 

developing--in 8% of subjects versus 1% of those given placebo. Further, beta blockers can make 

asthma symptoms worse. 

 

Other older antihypertensives that causes fatigue are the alpha blockers. These drugs stop adrenaline 

from stimulating the “alpha” receptors on blood vessels and thereby allow arteries to open, lowering 

pressure by increasing the size of the “pipes” blood can flow through, just as using a bigger hose will 

reduce the pressure of water flowing out of it. But, as with beta blockers, anything that blocks the 

stimulating effects of adrenaline can cause brain “deactivation” and fatigue. Fatigue was reported in 

more than 7% of subjects taking alpha blockers Cardura, Hytrin and Minipress, versus 2% to 3% of 

those on placebo. 

 

Over the years, newer antihypertensives were developed that don’t block adrenaline and are less likely 

to cause fatigue. The calcium-channel blockers (CCBs) open blood vessels and reduce the force of 

contraction of the heart by reducing the flow of calcium into muscle cells. CCBs Procardia and 

Norvasc caused fatigue in from 4% to 6% of subjects, versus 3% to 4 % of those given placebo. 

But, fatigue was not reported with CCBs Cardene and Verapamil. Differences in the ability to produce 

fatigue were seen among another class of newer antihypertensives, the angiotensin receptor blockers 

(ARBs). These drugs prevent angiotensin, a hormone that causes blood vessels to narrow, from 

stimulating arteries and making them constrict. ARBs Diovan and Avalide caused fatigue in 4% to 5% 

of subjects, versus 1% to 3 % of those on placebo. Fatigue was not reported with ARBs Atacand, 

Micardia, and Cozar. 

 

A varying ability to produce fatigue was also seen among a related group of antihypertensives, the 

angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, which block the production of angiotensin. ACE 

inhibitors Accupril, Lotensin, Vasotec and Zestril were found to cause fatigue in about 2% to 5% of 

subjects, versus 1% to nearly 3% of those given placebo. However, fatigue was not reported with ACE 

inhibitors Aceon, Altace and Monopril. Considering their side effects, should polio survivors never 

take certain of these antihypertensives and always ask to use others? If only it were that simple. 

First, some of these “antihypertensive” medications have applications other than lowering blood 

pressure. Beta blockers are used to treat abnormal heart rhythms; they also are used to treat angina by 

reducing the force of contraction of a heart that has too little blood flowing to it. Calcium-channel 



blockers are also used to treat angina and to prevent migraines. And alpha blockers are used to treat 

enlarged prostates and can actually help to warm cold hands and feet. 

 

Second, since some people have hypertension that is difficult to manage with only one medication, a 

combination of drugs may be needed that might necessarily include a beta or alpha blocker. When 

taking any new medication, it is important that polio survivors keep a log of side-effects and discuss 

these with their doctors. The dose or time of day when you take a medication, for example taking a 

fatigue-producing medication before bed, or taking a long-acting, slow-release form of a drug, may 

minimize its side effects. 

 

As we’ve discussed before, don’t let doctors get away with telling you that a drug couldn’t be causing 

new fatigue or weakness because they haven’t seen those symptoms in other patients. Polio survivors 

are not like other patients. If your doctor doesn’t listen to you, get another. And if you’re not 

comfortable with the medications your family doctor or internists is using to treat your hypertension, or 

if your blood pressure isn’t coming down in spite taking a combination of drugs, don’t hesitate to 

consult a cardiologist who’s also a hypertension specialist. Remember: The stroke you prevent by 

keeping your blood pressure down will be your own! 

 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF CHILDHOOD PHYSICALAND 

EMOTIONAL TRAUMATO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

POSTPOLIO PERSONALITY 

by Dr. Nancy M. Frick 

 
The violinist Itzhak Perlman once stated, "When you sit in a wheelchair, you lose your height and you 

become an 'it.' You are a disability." He went on to say, "I am tired of being a human interest story, a 

brave handicapped musician. I am a musician for whom life is not easy. But then, is life easy for 

anyone?" Our next partnership is with Dr. Nancy Frick, educator, author, counselor and researcher 

specializing in the psychology of disability. She was one of the founding members of the International 

Post Polio Task Force and wrote the first article in the medical literature on the psychological effects of 

post polio sequelae. 

 

With Dr. Richard Bruno, she conducted the national surveys of polio survivors that documented the 

relationship between psychological stress, Type A behavior and post polio sequelae. Dr. Frick received 

Bachelor and Doctor of Humane Letters degrees from BaldwinWallace College. She also received a 

Master's degree in Counseling from Drew University and did clinical training at the American 

Foundation of Religion and Psychiatry at New York Hospital, Cornell Medical Center. 

 

Dr. Frick: Do you remember the old TV program Truth or Consequences? The master of ceremonies 

used to ask questions and if contestants answered them correctly, they got lots of great prizes, 

dishwashers and so on, and presumably went home and lived happily ever after. But, if they answered 

the questions incorrectly, terrible things would happen to them. As you read on, you will be asked many 

questions about yourself. 

 

If your answers are incorrect, the consequences for you will be Post-Polio Sequelae (PPS). The term 

"polio survivor" has been used in our community as if anybody who survived the acute stage of polio is 

a survivor. But I believe that there has got to be more to surviving than that. Surviving ought to mean 

more than just being alive, but feeling dead. Surviving should mean having quality of life and living 



without dread, without that clutching feeling in the pit of your stomach because you are so busy 

pleasing everybody else that you never get around to living your own life. I believe that being a polio 

survivor should include the possibility for inner joy and not just the tremendous pressure for success 

that so many people who had polio demonstrate. 

 

I will link the origin of Type A behavior to events that occurred during the acute stage of polio and after 

polio survivors recovered from the acute stage. I will then show how Type A behaviors actually can 

cause post polio symptoms. But I am not going to stop there. I will present a plan that will help polio 

survivors stop being Type A, reduce their post polio symptoms and help them become true polio 

survivors. 

 

Are You Type A? 
Most people in the post-polio community have either heard or read that polio survivors have Type A 

personalities. If you had polio, do you believe that you are Type A? Take a moment and complete the 

brief Type A questionnaire that we use in our research and is included in harvest center's Computerized 

Assessment Program for PPS. For those who are either retired or on disability, please answer the 

questions as you would have answered them when you were still working. Consider yourself employed 

full time if you are a homemaker. 

 

YES NO I usually wake up not feeling well rested. 

YES NO I enjoy competition. 

YES NO I consider myself to be hard driving. 

YES NO I have a temper that is hard to control, a temper that's fiery. 

YES NO I set at least one deadline a day for myself. 

YES NO I set at least one deadline a week for myself. 

YES NO It is very important for me personally to get ahead in life. 

YES NO I usually spend less than five days on an average vacation. 

YES NO I spend more than eight hours a week doing overtime work at home. 

YES NO I have taken less than one vacation a year during the last five years.  

 

If you answered "yes" to five or more questions, you have the hard-driving, pressured, perfectionistic 

Type A personality. On average, people who did not have polio answer "yes" to four or fewer of these 

questions, while polio survivors answer "yes" to six or more. If polio survivors are so Type A, the 

question is why and what difference does it make in terms of their being true polio survivors? 

 

To answer these questions, polio survivors have to go back to their original experience of polio. But, 

going back is a problem, because most polio survivors don't want to remember having had polio. Most 

say, "I had polio, I got over it and don't ever want to think about it again, thank you very much." But, 

polio is a pivotal part of any polio survivor's personal history and keeping it buried actually causes 

psychological damage. Yes, it hurts to think about it. But the only way to get a handle on why polio 

survivors are so Type A today is to remember and deal with the experiences they had yesterday and 

have so carefully hidden from themselves. 

 

Polio: The Initial Terror. 
There are many painful memories associated with the acute stage of polio. First, if polio survivors were 

old enough, they knew that they had been stricken by the "greatly feared disease." Polio survivors were 

the AIDS people of their generation. Nobody wanted to have anything to do with them. Everybody was 

terrified of polio survivors, and even their families, for years. Second, if polio survivors were old 

enough to know that they had had polio, many thought that disability was likely and that death was at 



least possible, especially if they knew someone who had been disabled or had died from polio. 

 

The Hospital Experience: Being Away from Home. 
There is a third issue which is even more disturbing. There was the confusion and terror connected with 

polio survivors' being wrenched from their homes, dropped in a hospital and being left there for months 

or even years, while they received treatments that no one explained to them. Polio survivors went to the 

hospital, usually when they were very young, and lost their emotional support system. 

 

A Texas man had polio when he was five.When I met him he was 52 years old, a colonel in the United 

States Air Force, 6 feet 4 inches tall, extremely strong and was beginning to have PPS. He had 

completely repressed the entirety of his original polio experience until the day he heard me speak. 

While I was talking, it came back to him in a flood. I mean a literal flood because when he came up to 

talk to me, tears were streaming down his face. He didn't want to remember and when you hear what 

happened to him you will understand why. 

 

When he was five years old, he was taken 250 miles from home, admitted to a hospital and didn't see 

his mother for two months. When he he did see her again, she was on one side of a glass window and 

he was on the other. She couldn't hold him; she couldn't comfort him. Those who are parents know that 

when your children are ill, the one thing you want to do is to be able to hold and comfort them. 

He said to me, "I don't like how I feel about remembering being in the hospital and I don't like 

remembering how I felt afterwards either. All I will say is that it took me a lot of years to begin to like 

people, or trust them." 

 

A six year old girl from Ohio was so psychological traumatized by her hospitalization that she forgot 

what her sister and home looked like, lost control of her bodily functions and attacked the staff. A man 

from New Jersey, who had polio at the age of five, was so overwhelmed by what happened to him 

when he got to the polio hospital that he forgot his name. For two weeks he remembers constantly 

asking every medical professional who went by, "Who am I? What's my name?" He lost the certainty of 

who he was in the hostile and sterile environment of that polio hospital. 

 

A man in Florida, who had polio when he was four, had parents who were so displeased that he was ill, 

they admitted him to the local polio hospital and never came back. When he was twenty-two and old 

enough to discharge himself, he left the hospital on his own. He hasn't seen his parents to this day. 

You may think these stories unusual, but they are not. Polio survivors were traumatized just by being in 

the hospital, especially if they were young. 

 

In his book Loneliness, Clark Moustakas says this about the childhood experience of being in a 

hospital: Because of his inability to take care of himself in the all important functions, the possibility of 

being abandoned or left alone is the most serious threat to the child's whole existence. Of the many 

kinds of temporary abandonment, no experience is more desolating to a child than having to be in a 

hospital alone. The disrespect for the integrity of his wishes and interests, the absence of genuine 

human warmth, all enter into the loneliness of hospital life. 

 

The Hospital Experience: Medical Abuse. 
Not only was being in the hospital emotionally painful, physically painful things happened to polio 

survivors in the hospital. They had painful and frightening therapies. Many people were burned by hot 

packs. Many had the nightly experience of being splinted and there being no one willing to remove the 

splints when they began cutting into the skin; being braced, having physical therapy in pools, even 

though they couldn't swim. 



Few polio survivors had their questions about these therapies answered. It was polio epidemic time. 

Who had time to explain things to children? The staff became angry when asked questions, sometimes 

responding, "You want to get out of here, don't you?" 

 

Think about the content of that question. Imagine how it would sound to a child; it was ominous. It 

seemed to mean that if patients didn't do exactly what they were told, they were never going to leave 

the hospital. Research has shown that failing to explain treatments and provide information concerning 

illnesses makes children think they are sicker than they really are, and allows their inherent fear of 

death to surface. 

 

As if physical pain and terror weren't enough, polio survivors were abused by the medical staff. For 

years before I got polio, I had frequent nightmares and I would wake up in the middle of the night 

crying. My mother would comfort me.When I entered the hospital the nightmares continued. There 

was a night nurse at the hospital who did not like my crying and did not comfort me because I 

sometimes would awaken the other patients. When she came to my bed she would say in a very 

threatening voice, "You stop crying or you are going to be sorry." She frightened me for two reasons: I 

knew I couldn't control the nightmares and I didn't know what she would do to me when I cried again. 

Then, one night I found out. I awoke crying from a nightmare; she came in and said, "I told you not to 

do this or you were going to be sorry." She pulled me in my hospital bed into a walk in linen closet, 

turned off the light, closed the door, locked it and left me there until morning. Such an experience can 

leave permanent emotional scars. Dozens of polio survivors have told us that they were locked in 

closets or placed in straight jackets to teach them to behave in a manner more acceptable to the hospital 

staff. 

 

There was the worst kind of abuse. Many polio survivors were sexually abused. One polio survivor was 

regularly sexually abused by someone on the hospital staff. Yet, she told no one about it. She said, "I 

was there, they had to take care of me, so I just felt that I had to smile and be a good patient and just 

grin and bear it." 

 

Unfortunately, polio survivors were helpless, at the mercy of hospital staff, with a complete loss of 

control over their lives. Most polio survivors couldn't move. Some couldn't feed or toilet themselves. If 

those who had polio were to have their most basic survival needs met, they had to depend on the 

medical staff even if they were emotionally, physically or even sexually abusive. Normal, child like 

behaviors, such as crying and asking questions, were punished. Fears of abandonment by their parents 

made them certain they were totally dependent on a staff that behaved in ways that made them 

constantly feel, as one polio survivor described it, "As if I was in mortal danger." Polio survivors had 

little choice but to suppress their fears and follow their parents' well meaning parting instructions, "Be 

good. Don't make any trouble and do everything you are told." 

 

When a child forms a fear so strong and so basic at so young an age, the child takes that fear with him 

forever and applies it to every other relationship that is formed for the rest of his life. Many polio 

survivors learned to deal with the feelings of abandonment, loss of control, fear and pain by appearing 

happy, because it was too dangerous to examine how they really felt, and complying fully with any 

external expectations. 

 

Polio survivors learned to deny their personal needs, feelings, pain, and, worst of all, deny their own 

identity. This can be seen from a summary of The Good Chart written by the children on the polio ward 

at Baltimore City Hospital: Listen to the doctors. Obey the nurses. Do not fight. Do not be bad. Be 

good in school. Do your homework. Do not talk at dinner or in school. Little folks should be seen and 



not heard. 

 

The Return Home. 
That Good Chart became the prescription for proper and successful behavior when polio survivors 

returned home. Polio survivors learned very young and very well how to stay out of mortal danger. But, 

returning home was no picnic, either. Many people remember being the one child in the neighborhood 

with whom no one was allowed to play because they might give everyone else polio. There are many 

documented cases of people actually crossing the street to avoid walking in front of a home where 

someone was known to have had polio. 

 

But, even if polio survivors were allowed to play with the neighborhood children or their former 

friends, polio survivors often couldn't keep up with them because of polio's residual effects. Or, polio 

survivors were ostracized or teased because they looked disabled or were in any way different. Many 

polio survivors became isolated, felt unwanted, unworthy and for some reason guilty. Many felt that 

they had done something terrible or they would never have gotten polio. 

 

Another source of emotional pain polio survivors experienced is being stared at. For a child, being 

stared at is a torment. Many polio survivors learned to be afraid of children not only because they 

stared but also because of their endless questions. How do you deal with questions about your disability 

when you don't want to talk about it, when you don't want to think about it, when you don't even want 

to admit that you had polio? Because many polio survivors thought so little of themselves, at some 

level they felt the stares or impolite nosiness of strangers could reduce their value to nothing more than 

that of a momentary curiosity. Some polio survivors actually believed that curiosity could hurt them 

and, as a result, it did. Fear of children and resentment of anyone who stared, made polio survivors 

feel even more alienated, unacceptable and different. 

 

Getting Normal 
But, there was hope! The idea was to appear as normal as possible. Get rid of those canes and crutches; 

get rid of those braces; get rid of that wheelchair and respirator! Get Normal! In the hospital, assistive 

devices helped polio survivors regain function. But in the community, braces, crutches and wheelchairs 

were obvious proof that polio survivors hadn't worked hard enough to have fully recovered. Necessary 

assistive devices were discarded as quickly as possible in order to look normal, regardless of the 

discomfort, fatigue, awkwardness, pain and actual danger in which polio survivors placed themselves. 

Why did polio survivors do that? Because polio survivors had to Get Normal. Physical therapy was 

begun again when polio survivors returned home from the hospital, or begun for the first time for those 

who weren't hospitalized. Research had shown that there was no benefit to physical therapy for polio 

survivors after two years. Yet, many of them had therapy for decades after the acute polio. Why? To 

Get Normal, of course. 

 

One individual who had polio at age five was a triplegic wheelchair user from the time she had polio. 

When she went home from the hospital, her parents wanted her to walk, even though it was extremely 

dangerous for her to do so. Physical therapy was continued until she left home for college. Although 

she could only walk a few steps with crutches, even though the danger of falling frequently was very 

real, her parents thought walking was better than using a wheelchair. And why was that? They wanted 

her to Get Normal. 

 

Another client was beaten by his father as motivation to walk without braces. This particularly sensitive 

individual told his son, "I'd rather see you dead than a cripple." Now why would a parent who allegedly 

loves his son say that to him? To make him Get Normal. Abuse by parents was usually less blatant. Few 



polio survivors left the hospital and returned to a house that was accessibleWhy? They had been in the 

hospital for months, sometimes even years. It wasn't a surprise to their parents that they had a 

disability. 

Yet, many polio survivors lived in houses that made it impossible for them to take care of themselves. 

Basic activities of daily living, such as bathing, dressing, going to the toilet, were impossible. Many 

were dependent on a parent who might consistently withhold help, or help only when it was 

convenient. 

 

Roberta Trieschmann tells the story of a girl who had polio who returned home to a very rejecting 

mother. She allowed her daughter to use a bed pan only three times a day: when she awoke, at noon and 

at 8:00 P.M. Beyond that this child was on her own - and she was in trouble if she had an accident. 

Some parents accepted their child who had had polio. But, parents often showed their children that they 

were unacceptable if they appeared disabled. 

 

Abuse at home may explain the findings of a study of 100 children discharged from the Baltimore City 

Hospital polio ward. A number of patients actually wanted to go back to the hospital. This finding 

sounds unbelievable. But, could it be that the children who wanted to go back to the hospital were 

living in homes that were inaccessible where they were being abused by their parents? 

 

Other parents abused their child subtly. For example, there were over protective parents who would not 

let their child out of their sight and say, "Oh no, honey, you shouldn't do that, you might hurt yourself." 

This sounds good to the neighbors; it sounds good to the family; but it wasn't good for the child. 

 

If a child recovered physical abilities, which most polio survivors did, some parents tried to forget the 

fact that they ever had had polio by expecting them to equal or even to exceed their previous physical 

performance.We know of one family who took up hiking for the first time when their son came home 

from the hospital using crutches and braces. He climbed over rocks and hills because he wanted to be 

like the rest of his family. 

 

Other polio survivors say that they were expected to outperform their peers academically. Some polio 

survivors performed academically, not for themselves, but to please everyone else. Any grade that was 

not an "A" meant that they were not perfect. And if they weren't perfect, they were worthless. It's 

amazing what polio survivors' conditioning caused them to do to Get Normal. 

 

Still other parents, who were shamed by their child's disability but unable to deny it because of how 

visible it was, isolated their families from society. The mother of one man, who had a slight limp after 

his polio, restricted him to the house and would not let him leave the yard until he was eighteen years 

old. Many polio survivors experienced isolation which impaired their ability to develop social 

relationships. 

 

Also, and this is critical, if polio survivors parents' felt shame due to their disability, they learned to be 

ashamed of it, too. These polio survivors learned to expect that everyone they met would reject them. 

Their parents had rejected them; why wouldn't everyone else? 

 

What did polio survivors learn from these experiences of dependence and rejection in the hospital and 

at home? They learned that they had better Get Normal and stay that way. They learned that they had 

better maximize whatever physical abilities remained, be smarter and work harder than anyone else. 

Then maybe, just maybe, they would be allowed to participate in society and be marginally accepted, 

but only if they very cleverly hid their polio. So, polio survivors became Type A overachievers and 



exquisitely sensitive to criticism and failure. They met the needs of everyone in their lives except 

themselves. 

 

Polio survivors became extremely successful at everything they did on all levels: academically, 

professionally and personally. Furthermore, polio survivors discarded nearly all of the original assistive 

devices that they were given and learned to walk without them. They disappeared into society if they 

could. Those polio survivors who could hide it didn't want anyone to know that they had ever had 

polio. 

 

One individual said that polio survivors have gone beyond being Type A to being "Type E," doing 

everything for everyone every minute of every day. Why do you suppose polio survivors are Type "E?" 

To Get Normal, of course. 

 

Polio Survivors versus The Vampires. 
I have a name for folks who are Type A, and especially those who are Type "E," and spend more time 

worrying about what others think about them than they spend taking care of themselves: I call them 

Vampire Bait. The world is full of people who want you to do anything they ask, who are eager to suck 

the life blood right out of your body. You remember that boy who went hiking with his family on 

crutches and braces? What was he? Vampire Bait. Instead of meekly complying so he would Get 

Normal, he needed a new inner voice. 

 

I am going to give you a new mantra to replace the voice in your head telling you to Get Normal. This 

is what that boy - what all Type "E" polio survivors - should say when people ask them to do things that 

are unreasonable, painful and actually dangerous: Get Real! 

When your boss asks you to do his work and you do it; when your boss asks you to work late again, or 

every weekend, and you do it, what are you? Vampire Bait. What should you say to the Vampires? Get 

Real! Practice your new mantra, your new inner voice. Go home, look in the mirror, picture your 

Vampire boss, your mother, your neighbor and say, "Get Real!" 

 

How many of you have had Thanksgiving dinner in your home for the last 87 years, inviting 

approximately 372 people to the meal? There are fourteen gourmet courses, all of which you must 

prepare yourself. Let's just say for the sake of argument that you decide it's time to start taking care of 

yourself, start treating your PPS, and you're not going to do Thanksgiving next year. 

 

So, you are sitting around the table with the 372 people you've invited, and you say, "Listen, is there 

somebody here who would like to make Thanksgiving dinner next year?"What do you hear? Stony 

silence. The roasted turkey is making more noise than your guests. The problem with which you have 

to deal at that split second is the voice in your head that says, "Oh, that's okay, I don't mind cooking 

because I hate to ask for help, I don't want to become dependent, I don't want to upset anybody." If you 

listen to that voice and make Thanksgiving dinner again and again and again, what are you? Vampire 

Bait! Why do you keep doing Thanksgiving dinner again and again and again? To Get Normal, of 

course. 

 

Also, doing for everyone is a form of control. When polio survivors were in the hospital, being treated 

by medical staff, they had no control over what was done to them. So later in their lives, having control 

became vitally important. When you hear the stony silence when no one offers to cook Thanksgiving 

dinner, another voice in your head says, "Thank God! Nobody can do Thanksgiving as well as I can. I 

am needed! I am earning my keep. I really am worth something. I have a right to draw breath." It's time 

that polio survivors all Get Real. Remember, if you keep doing absolutely everything that you have 



been doing all these years, if you keep being "normal," why should anybody believe that you need 

help? Polio survivors must learn to say, "Listen, I have PPS and it's not good for me to make 

Thanksgiving dinner alone anymore. I am valuable just because I'm me, not just because of what I do. 

Now, are there any volunteers?" 

 

Polio survivors know that physical over exertion and emotional stress are the first and second leading 

causes of PPS. If you continue to listen to the voices of the Vampires in your head and keep trying to 

Get Normal, your constant working, doing, taking care of others and rushing around will give you PPS 

and kill your spirit slowly - and in a socially acceptable way. 

 

Getting Real: You Can't Fool All of the Polio Survivors All of the Time. 
I wonder sometimes if polio survivors' real fear is not of dying, but of being alive and looking 

disabled. Polio survivors have been trying to fool people, including themselves, into believing that they 

are not disabled. Let me use myself as an example: I had polio at six and have always used a 

wheelchair since then. I have never been able to walk. At the age of twenty-eight, I saw myself by 

accident in a fulllength mirror and was shocked to see myself in a wheelchair. When I enter the room, 

everybody else knows I'm in a wheelchair. How did I fool myself for twenty-two years? I Got Normal, 

of course. 

 

Hugh Gallagher's book FDR's Splendid Deception describes the ultimate example of trying to fooling 

yourself and the entire world. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt was a polio paraplegic. He couldn't 

stand at all without braces to his hips. Not only he, but the entire country, went along with the 

deception that he wasn't disabled at all. If you want to know what it means for a polio survivors to fool 

himself, you should read this book; but, while you are reading it, remember you may also be reading 

about yourself. 

 

In our first national survey, we asked the question "Did you consider yourself disabled when you first 

had polio?" Most respondents said "No." However, in the same survey, polio survivors were asked 

another question: "When you got PPS, did you feel you had a second disability?" Most people said 

"Yes." Apparently, polio survivors knew they were disabled by polio, they just weren't admitting it. The 

question is, are polio survivors still unwilling to give up their pretense and activities; are they willing to 

do whatever it takes to keep up appearances in spite of PPS? Would they rather be in pain and continue 

to slowly lose function rather than Get Real with themselves? 

 

It is difficult to Get Real after all that polio survivors have experienced during their lifetimes. It is not 

impossible, but it's very difficult. The voices of the Vampires have become the voices you hear 

everyday in your head, telling you what is good and what is bad about you. How many polio survivors 

are spending today planning for the future, living in the future? If your mind is busy fretting about the 

future you are missing today, you are missing this moment. And your life is literally slipping through 

your fingers while you plan later. 

 

Getting Normal = PPS but Getting Real = SURVIVAL. 
The original polio equation of Getting Normal = SURVIVAL is now actually causing PPS. Polio 

survivors must realize that today, Getting Normal = Progressive Disability from PPS. Your body is 

telling you to slow down, but your conditioning and fear keep telling you to run or the Vampires will 

get you. 

 

Can polio survivors stop their PPS symptoms and become "true" polio survivors? Psychologist Al 

Siebert became very interested in what he calls the Survivor Personality when he joined a group of 



paratroopers that had been trapped by Communist armies in Korea. Nine out of ten of the men in that 

unit had been killed. As Siebert got to know the survivors of the unit, he began to wonder what had 

allowed them to survive when most of their buddies had been killed. He found out it wasn't just luck or 

fate that had saved them, but that there was something specific about them that tipped the scales in their 

favor. He discovered that they had a complexity of character traits that looked to him like a union of 

opposites that shouldn't really appear in the same person. Then he realized it was because of those 

opposite character traits that they were able to survive. The opposite traits offered them an infinite 

group of inner possibilities that made them infinitely flexible. Whatever reaction was required in any 

given situation, they were able to provide it. 

 

Look at the list of traits in the survivor's "split personality:" COLUMN A COLUMN B Flexible 

Stubborn Pessimistic Optimistic Serious Easygoing Excitable Calm Involved Detached Thorough 

Impulsive Predictable Unpredictable Cautious Trusting Mature Childlike Sensible Emotional 

Conforming Individualistic Self critical Self confident Hard working Playful 

 

If you compare these two lists, I would guess that the Type A polio survivor has more traits from 

Column A than Column B. Take a look at Column B because these are the traits that one needs to 

develop to become a true polio survivor. It is possible; you can do it. You have all of these traits inside 

of you; they are just underdeveloped. The more pairs of traits you possess, the more flexible you are, 

the more successful you will be in dealing with the physical and emotional trauma of PPS and the more 

likely it is that you can learn to give up being Type A and say "No!" to the Vampires. 

 

Remember these words of an 85 year old man who learned he was dying: "If I had my life to live over 

again, I'd try to make more mistakes next time. I wouldn't be so perfect. I'd relax more. I'd be sillier. In 

fact, I know very few things that I'd take so seriously. I'd take more trips. I'd go to more places I have 

never been to. I was one of those people who lived sensibly and sanely hour after hour and day after 

day. Now, I had my moments, and if I had it to do over again, I'd have more of those moments. Moment 

by moment by moment. If I had it to do all over again, I'd start barefoot earlier in the Spring and stay 

way later in the Fall. I'd watch more sunrises and I'd play with more children, if I had my life to live 

over again. But you see I don't." And neither do polio survivors. Don't wait until you are 85 to start 

living. Be a true polio survivor starting now. 

 

How do you develop a survivor's split personality? Here is the golden rule for becoming a true polio 

survivor: If you are not anxious and guilty, you are not a true polio survivor. Sound crazy? Think about 

why it is true. If you start taking from Siebert's Column B and saying "No!" to the voices in your head 

and to the Vampires, what do you think is going to happen? First, you are going to start feeling better. 

You are going to feel less fatigue, less pain, less muscle weakness. Then you are going to become 

absolutely terrified. You will be slowing down, both in doing and thinking, so there will be time for fear 

to surface, fear that the Vampires will get you. You are going to begin to worry: "Will my friends and 

family still want me? Will I be ostracized again? Will the Vampires get me?" Taking care of yourself 

for the first time in you life will make all the old feelings of guilt and worthlessness surface. (Will the 

Vampires get me?) If you ask others to pull their own weight, those awful feelings of helplessness and 

lack of control from when you originally had polio will return. (Will the Vampires get me?) Polio 

survivors worked so hard to be independent. They had all that physical therapy and endured all those 

operations and now somebody wants them to walk less, to use a cane or a wheelchair? The doctors 

want them to look disabled again? (The Vampires will surely get me.) 

 

Those decades of fear, of conditioning to Get Normal, make psychotherapy necessary if polio survivors 

are to have any chance to Get Real. The way to test whether a polio clinic is good is to find out whether 



it has a "shrink" who knows about what polio survivors have gone through and what PPS really means 

to them. Polio survivors all need some help, somebody to talk to and work with, to help them tolerate 

the anxiety, the guilt, the fear, the loss of control, and even fear of dying, that the changes in lifestyle 

and appearance needed to treat PPS are going to cause. When you become frightened, know that fear is 

normal, and remember this quote from Grace Hansen: "So often our focus upon death and the 

possibility of dying, is an escape from our real fear: that of living our lives," living our lives with an 

obvious disability. 

 

When Getting Real becomes tough, remember this prose poem written by Ruth Mihalenko after 

thinking about herself as a child with polio:Where is that little girl? She is sick, her family is 

concerned. Where is that little girl? She's been taken apart and put together again by the surgeons. 

Like a fledgling about to leave the nest for the first time she is testing the waters of a normal life. Can 

she catch up? Can she achieve? Can she excel? Certainly, she must. Lost time must be made up. A 

lifetime of memories must be crammed into a shorter period.Where is that little girl? She is not one 

hundred per cent. There is new weakness; there is new pain. Fatigue sets in long before she is willing to 

deliver her body to rest or to sleep. Where is that little girl? She has been taken apart and put back 

together again by the surgeons. Braces put her back on her feet. Just as she has been alone with the pain 

and weakness and fatigue, she is alone in her acceptance and determination. Her muscles will never 

grow strong again, but she will be strong again. She is strong. Where is that little girl? She is here and 

now.Who is that little girl? That little girl is me. 

 

Life is a dynamic process filled with changes. Some are frighteningly unwelcome at first. But if you 

can learn to love yourself and tell the Vampires to go bite someone else, you will start to feel less 

anxiety and guilt, and become a true polio survivor. 

 

I recently received a letter that said in part: Beginning March ninth of this year, I have made some 

dramatic changes. Since I have begun this alteration of behavior, I have been feeling better. My cohorts 

and friends and family members have been very supportive. They have said, 'It's about time!' Funny 

thing is, I had always expected something horrible to happen when I started taking care of myself. But, 

it hasn't. I feel reborn. I wish each of you your own personal rebirth. 

 

To Infinity and Beyond 

by Millie Malone Lill 

 
What a pretentious title! I was just sitting here thinking of all the wonderful new technology that has 

sprung up since I got polio back in 1945. The trips to Iowa City without the Interstate was a grueling 

six hours. For many years, I could rattle off each town along Highway 30 between Schleswig, Iowa 

and Iowa City, Iowa. Maybe I could still do it, but it probably was much cuter when I was 4 or 5 than 

it would be now. Now that trip is about 3-4 hours, much much less if my son is driving. I must say, 

though, that the time spent with my eyes squinched shut seems more when he is at the wheel. 

 

I married a farmer. Our equipment would look like toys, compared to the big roaring machinery I see 

in the fields today. We kept our old machinery in good repair, though, and when we quit farming we 

didn't have to worry about paying off a big combine. 

 

I used to design knitting patterns for KnittingWorld magazine. On a typewriter, making 2 copies with 

carbon paper. Raise your hand if you even remember what carbon paper is. If I made a mistake, I had 

to start completely over, no delete or backspace buttons on typewriters. I also had to snail mail my 



work to the magazine. The columns I wrote for Gleanings, the newsletter for Nebraska Polio Survivors 

Association, also had to be snail mailed. What did we do before email? We schlepped everything to 

the post office, that's what. 

 

When I had surgery at age 10 and had to spend a couple of months in a wheelchair, that chair was huge. 

I was just a little girl, but that chair was wooden, and the leg rest stuck out in front making it take up a 

whole lot of real estate. My little Air Hawk would almost sit inside that big chair. And talk about 

maneuverability...that big thing did not have any! Growing up, I didn't know anyone who'd had polio. 

Actually, as I found out much later in life, I did know someone who had polio but he didn't mention 

that fact. Like so many of us, he was done with polio, no need to ever think of it again. 

 

In 1996, I got my first computer, a honkin' big thing with 1MB of memory. It cost $3000! All 

programs came on floppy disks. Just the operating system alone took 16 disks. I was hooked 

immediately. I took classes to learn how to operate and, more importantly, how to repair my new 

Marvelous Machine. I went online and found that there was an entire new world out there. I joined the 

SJU mailing list and met so many other polio survivors. I was no longer alone! 

 

Right then and there, my life made a big swooping change. I met a woman whose story was so similar 

to mine that we could have been sisters from another mother. She and I spent 5 years traveling all over 

the US and Canada. We had no dollars and little sense, but we did have fun. We camped in the van, 

visited friends, family and so many polio survivors. That led to many other good things. 

 

Now I can video chat with polio survivors all over the world. I spent an afternoon talking to my good 

friend Colby in Malawi, most of it reconnecting because the call kept getting dropped, but I met his 

wife and one of his beautiful grandchildren. I sent birthday greetings via video chat with another good 

friend in Berlin. On my birthday, I had greetings from 13 countries! 

 

I have done some public speaking in Canada and several places in the US, wrote and self published 

seven books, met the most wonderful people in the world, and do you know what I attribute this 

whackload of blessings to? Polio. If I had never had polio, my life would have been different, but I 

fail to see how it could have been much better. 

 

Web Corner 

 
Disabled Flyers Promised Smoother Travel 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-46474561 

 

What are ABLE accounts (for people on disability) 

http://www.ablenrc.org/about/what-are-able-accounts 

 

Blog by a polio survivor, From Impossibilities to Possibilities 

https://myjourneyofhopeforhealing.blogspot.com/2019/02/how-faith-works.html?spref=fb 

 

Very handy symptoms checklist 

https://www.papolionetwork.org/uploads/9/9/7/0/99704804/symptom_checklist_for_polio_survivors__ 

rev._2019_.pdf? 

fbclid=IwAR1K8BjnNTLWVOH7zMGurY0cWHGN8SsFSXtaE5UBuZY254I8_QcsrweCktE 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-46474561
http://www.ablenrc.org/about/what-are-able-accounts
https://myjourneyofhopeforhealing.blogspot.com/2019/02/how-faith-works.html?spref=fb


 

Ten foods with more protein than an egg 

http://www.eatingwell.com/article/291485/10-foods-with-more-protein-than-an-egg/ 

 

study on uses of marijuana on pain 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/dalhousie-researcher-investigates-use-of-marijuana-

forarthritis-pain-1.3142592?fbclid=IwAR37LQlIqYEH36aewsZDbw-

0_4vcftWz341ZhbR5FZAKRGqPJuNMk3vQBH8 

 

New stories of interest about Polio and PPS 

https://www.papolionetwork.org/new-stories-relating-to-polio-and-post-polio-syndrome.html? 

fbclid=IwAR0lCRnsTRPuW6nRmCGGHXxVlbL5mVt_SSd4vVl3jGhdwl05qrplMTZa0hM 

 

Some history on polio and TB in Great Britain 

http://broughttolife.sciencemuseum.org.uk/broughttolife/themes/diseases/polio? 

fbclid=IwAR17NAbONV3WKFzvUwUf__ZMmyW60i6OYrv0U71cd63AqWXv78JPHDpJCBE 

 

Best cell phone travel apps for wheelchair users 

http://spintheglobe.net/dir/2019/02/18/best-cell-phone-travel-apps-for-wheelchair-users/ 

 

More protein, fewer calories help older people lose weight 

https://www.newswise.com/articles/view/708095/?sc=mwhn 

 

Other Polio/Disablity Related Newsletters 

https://www.papolionetwork.org/newsletter.html 

 

https://paper.li/e-1452749534?edition_id=995c9070-224c-11e9-9722-0cc47a0d164b#/ 

 

https://poliosurvivorsnetwork.org.uk/enter/ 

 

http://www.postpoliosupport.com/summaries.html 

 

http://www.sunnyrollerblog.com/ 

 

https://polioepic.org/ 

 

http://snapsnv.org/ 

 

 

 Little Bit of Humor 

DEAR NEIGHBOR: 

Hi, George. This is Richard, next door. I have a confession to make.  I've been riddled with guilt for a 

few months and have been trying to get up the courage to tell you face-to-face! At least I'm telling 

you in this text. I can't live with myself a minute longer without your knowing about this. The truth is, 

when you're not around, I've been sharing your wife, day and night. Probably much more than you. I 

haven't been getting it at home recently. I know that's no excuse. The temptation was just too great. I 

can't live with the guilt, & hope you'll accept my sincere apology & forgive me! Please suggest a fee 

for usage and I'll pay you. ___ Richard 

http://www.eatingwell.com/article/291485/10-foods-with-more-protein-than-an-egg/
http://spintheglobe.net/dir/2019/02/18/best-cell-phone-travel-apps-for-wheelchair-users/
https://www.newswise.com/articles/view/708095/?sc=mwhn
https://www.papolionetwork.org/newsletter.html
https://paper.li/e-1452749534?edition_id=995c9070-224c-11e9-9722-0cc47a0d164b#/
https://poliosurvivorsnetwork.org.uk/enter/
http://www.postpoliosupport.com/summaries.html
http://www.sunnyrollerblog.com/
https://polioepic.org/
http://snapsnv.org/


 

NEIGHBOR'S RESPONSE: 

George, feeling enraged and betrayed, grabbed his gun, went next door, and shot Richard dead. He 

returned home, shot his wife, poured himself a stiff drink and sat down on the sofa. George then 

looked at his phone and discovered a second text message from Richard. 

 

SECOND TEXT MESSAGE: 

Hi, George. Richard here again. Sorry about the typo on my last text. I assume you figured it out and 

noticed that the darned Spell-Check had changed "wi-fi" to "wife." Technology, huh? It'll be the 

death of us all! 


